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22 March 07:55: A group of soldiers has 

mutinied and toppled the administration of 

President Amadou Toumani Toure in Mali. 

The soldiers, identifying themselves as the 

Committee of the Reestablishment of Democracy and 

the Restoration of State (CNRDR) claimed to have seized 

the Presidential Palace, suspended the constitution, and 

dissolved all political institutions. red24 now advises all clients 

to defer all travel to the country.

22 March 12:40: Mali’s borders and airspace 

closed indefinitely.

Advice and Support
red24’s Crisis Response Management (CRM) Centre was 

contacted by several clients with employees in Mali who 

required our advice and/or assistance following the coup. 

Violent clashes were occurring in the capital, Bamako, 

between soldiers and pro-government supporters, which 

led to confusion and the need for an immediate response. 

Our analysts monitored the situation around the clock, and 

were able to give immediate verbal security briefings to 

all clients calling in. The analysts also produced written 

situation reports every four hours. These were sent to 

clients with employees in Mali, offering them reliable 

updates on the situation in-country and allowing them to 

make informed decisions. Updates on the situation were 

also delivered through our email and SMS alerts and Daily 

News.

Our team of analysts posted all relevant information to the 

Mali country intelligence page on our website, reflecting 

the changing environment. An in-depth report offering 

analysis on the coup was also posted to the website.

Assistance
We deployed a team of consultants to Mali who assisted 

with the evacuations of our clients’ employees. Following 

the coup and the closure of the borders, airspace and 

Bamako International Airport, we closely monitored flight 

changes while our flight booking agent placed several 

flight tickets on standby so our clients could depart 

promptly when the airport re-opened. 

26 March 18:24: Bamako airport partially 

reopens amid political uncertainty

We assisted a client who requested an evacuation of 

a group of 30+ employees. Our security specialists 

in the CRM Centre arranged and booked flights and 
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hotel accommodation for each member of the group. A 

consultant was deployed to escort the employees from 

their hotels, which were in scattered locations throughout 

Bamako and Markala. Our consultant on ground in Mali 

arranged transport for all employees and together with our 

security specialists, scheduled pick-up times to ensure 

that each person arrived at the airport on time.

Throughout the evacuation, our analysts closely monitored 

the area in which the group was travelling to ensure 

there were no roadblocks or civil unrest along the route 

that would affect their progress and safety. Our security 

specialists tracked each flight until arrival at the final 

destination was confirmed.

4 April 07:23: The situation in Mali remains 

fluid and tensions have escalated since the 

implementation of economic and diplomatic 

sanctions on the country by the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOWAS) on 2 April.
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Overall, red24 assisted 90+ individuals during the coup 

in Mali; 65 individuals were evacuated through several 

different operations.

A client sent the following to red24: “Best regards and 

a big thank for your support. We received very positive 

feedback regarding the support provided by your rep in 

country.”

Feedback:


